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National Human Rights Commission of Thailand in a Dilemma  

People Empowerment Foundation
1
 

 

1. Introduction   

 

This report studies and reflects on the performance of the National Human Rights 

Commission of Thailand (NHRCT)
2
 and the challenges it faced during the period covering 

January 2018 until July 2019. This report seeks to keep the public informed about the work, 

problems and obstacles faced by NHRCT, to assess lessons learned and explore ways to 

improve human rights in the country.   

 

This report was prepared by the People’s Empowerment Foundation (PEF),
3
 which submitted 

a letter on 25 July 2019 to NHRCT requesting for a meeting on 31 July 2019 to discuss the 

findings of the report and to ask for relevant documents. The meeting however did not 

happen, and no documents were shared. PEF also submitted a letter on 31 July 2019 to the 

Constitutional Court requesting information concerning complaints filed by candidates to the 

position of NHRCT’s Commissioner. No response has thus far been received. The report is 

therefore based on media reports, public interviews of the NHRCT Commissioners and 

findings by others allied organisations that have been monitoring the work of NHRCT. The 

report is also based on the ‘Progress Report of NHRCT for the Fiscal Year 2018’
4
 and 

NHRCT’s  ‘2018 Human Rights Assessment Report of Thailand’
5
 both of which were 

released on 11 July 2019.
6
 This report was first written in Thai and after being forwarded to 

the NHRCT for inputs, was translated into English.   

 

2. Overview 

 

Much of the work of the third batch of NHRCT Commissioners was carried out in the 

aftermath of the 2014 military coup amidst a lack of democracy and respect for human 

rights.
7
 The NHRCT Commissioners struggled in carrying out their mandate both because of 

an extremely unfavourable political environment and because of clashes of opinions and a 

lack of unity among its members.  

 

Moreover, under the current leadership, the NHRCT narrowly interpreted human rights 

principles and standards, using Thailand’s domestic laws rather than international standards. 

Given the restrictive laws and policies adopted during the junta period, it has seriously 

                                                           
1Chalida Tajaroensuk, Executive Director, People’s Empowerment Foundation (chalida.empowerment@gmail.com)  
2 NHRCT’s Website is available at: http://www.nhrc.or.th/AboutUs/The-Commission/Background-and-

History.aspx?lang=en-US .   
3 PEF’s Website is available at: http://peoplesempowerment.org/ .    
4 NHRCT, Annual Report 2018, available in Thai at: http://library.nhrc.or.th/ulib/document/Fulltext/F10494.pdf.    
5 NHRCT, 2018 Human Rights Assessment Report of Thailand,’ available in Thai at: 

http://library.nhrc.or.th/ulib/document/Fulltext/F10493.pdf.    
6 Thailand Plus, news available in Thai at: https://www.thailandplus.tv/?p=72236.   
7 Forum Asia, Thailand: There Should Be No seat at the UN Security Council for a Non-Democratic Country with a 

Troubling Rights Record, 27 June 2016, available at: https://www.forum-asia.org/?p=21099; Thai Lawyers for Human 

Rights, ‘Five years under NCPO, isn’t that enough? Recommendations to eliminate the effects of the coup,’ 18 July 2019, 

available at: https://www.tlhr2014.com/?p=13035&lang=en.  

mailto:chalida.empowerment@gmail.com
http://www.nhrc.or.th/AboutUs/The-Commission/Background-and-History.aspx?lang=en-US
http://www.nhrc.or.th/AboutUs/The-Commission/Background-and-History.aspx?lang=en-US
http://peoplesempowerment.org/
http://library.nhrc.or.th/ulib/document/Fulltext/F10494.pdf
http://library.nhrc.or.th/ulib/document/Fulltext/F10493.pdf
https://www.thailandplus.tv/?p=72236
https://www.forum-asia.org/?p=21099
https://www.tlhr2014.com/?p=13035&lang=en
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limited the efficacy of NHRCT’s investigation into the complaints received. Moreover, four 

of its seven members resigned between 2017 and July 2019.
8
 The most recent resignations 

were – according to the Commissioners – due to regulations imposed by NHRCT Chairman 

that undermined their performance, and because of internal divisions within the 

Commission.
9
 There are therefore – at the time of writing - only three Commissioners left. It 

has led to a decline of credibility of NHRCT, which appears less reliable to the public.  

 

Despite meeting with NHRCT and presenting them with the findings of last year’s ANNI 

report, NHRCT did not consider nor implement its recommendations. Some Commissioners 

felt that ANNI’s report was an attempt to scrutinise the organisation. However, despite a lack 

of recognition of ANNI’s work by NHRCT, PEF will continue to help Thai people 

understand the importance of a National Human Rights Institutions (NHRIs) and to help 

promote it.   

According to the Organic Law on the NHRC 2017, Section 26, Commissioners shall have the 

following power and duties:
10

 

 Conduct investigation and fact-finding into cases of human rights violations without 

delay and propose and recommend to the relevant public and private agencies 

appropriate measures or guidelines to end and prevent further human rights violations 

and to provide remedy to the victims;    

 Develop and publish a report on the state of human rights of the country and present it 

to the Parliament and the Cabinet; 

 Propose to the Parliament, the Cabinet and relevant authorities measures or guidelines 

to promote and uphold human rights including any amendments to laws, regulations 

or orders to ensure their compliance with human rights; 

 Clarify and report without delay the true facts in the case of incorrect or unfair reports 

on the situation regarding human rights of Thailand; 

 Raise awareness among all sectors of society about the importance of human rights;  

 Promote and support collaboration between the private and public sectors to conduct 

research and to disseminate knowledge as well as solutions to human rights and 

conflict issues and to ensure victims of human rights violations receive a remedy and 

support; 

 Raise awareness among children, youth and the general public about the equal rights 

among all people and respect of human rights of persons who belong to different 

cultures, traditions, ways of life and religions;   

 Promote collaboration and coordination among public agencies, NGOs and 

international human rights organisations; and 

                                                           
8 Mr. Surachet Satitniramai resigned on 5 April 2017; Mr. Chartchai Suthiklom resigned to become a member of the Office 

of the Public Sector Anti-Corruption Commission (PACC) on 1 June 2019, and on 31 June 2019, Commissioners Angkhana 

Neelapaijit and Tuenjai Deetes resigned from their offices. 
9 Bangkok Post, ‘Sad day for human rights,’ 1 August 2019, available at: 

https://www.bangkokpost.com/opinion/opinion/1722323/sad-day-for-human-rights.  
10 The Organic Law on the NHRC 2017, available in Thai at: 

http://www.ratchakitcha.soc.go.th/DATA/PDF/2560/A/123/1.PDF.  

https://www.bangkokpost.com/opinion/opinion/1722323/sad-day-for-human-rights
http://www.ratchakitcha.soc.go.th/DATA/PDF/2560/A/123/1.PDF
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 Recommend to the Cabinet when it is appropriate for Thailand to accede to or act in 

compliance with international treaties and conventions relating to the protection of 

human rights.  

 

3. NHRCT and its Mandate to Protect and Promote Human Rights  

 

Failed Selection of New Commissioners 

 

After the selection by the Selection Committee
11

 the Organic Law on the NHRC Section 14 

requires that the candidates be approved by at least half of all members of the National 

Legislative Assembly (NLA). The first seven candidates recruited by the Selection 

Committee included Ms. Somsri Hananuntasuk, Mr. Jaturong Boonyarattanasoontorn, Mr. 

Boonthan Tansuthepverawongse, Mr. Phairote Pholphet, Mr. Surapong Kongchantuk, Ms. 

Pornprapai Ganjanarintr, and Ms. Pitikan Sitthidet. Except the latter two, the NLA rejected 

the other five candidates on 27 December 2018.
12

 

 

Four of the candidates disqualified by the NLA filed a case with the Constitutional Court on 

26 March 2019 to inquire about the vetting process and the secret vote conducted by the 

NLA, alleging that it was unconstitutional.
13

 They alleged that the voting patterns were so 

similar from one candidate to the other, that it raised questions as to whether someone had 

controlled the voting process. For instance some candidate received 10-15 positive vote and 

135-155 negative votes.
14

 Furthermore, they alleged that the questions asked by the vetting 

committee on 24 October 2018 to candidates coming from civil society organisations (CSOs) 

focused on the support the candidates had gained from inside and outside the country and 

implied that they had been promoting hostility into society. The NLA members who asked 

the questions appeared to show contemptuous and dehumanising views toward the 

candidates. Also, the candidates were asked to present supporting evidence of the contrary in 

a very limited amount of time some however were threatened that if they failed to produce 

their documentary evidence in time, they should then admit to the accusations.  

 

On 3 April 2019, the Constitutional Court dismissed the case, finding that it did not have 

sufficient legal grounds to prove an unconstitutional action by the NLA and that the case also 

did not follow court procedure which place the Constitutional court as a court of last resort.
15

 

Despite several meeting between December 2018 and August 2019, the Selection Committee 

failed to recruit all new seven Commissioners. After the first selection process that ended in 

December 2018, only two Commissioners were since approved by the NLA.
16

  

                                                           
11 The Organic Law on the NHRC 2017, Section 14.  
12 The National Assembly Radio and Television Broadcasting Station, ‘NLA approved Ms Pitikan Sitthidet and Ms 

Pornprapai Ganjanarintr to be the next Commissioners’, 27 December 2018, available in Thai at: 

http://www.radioparliament.net/parliament/viewNews.php?nId=10381#.XCSp4FwzbIU     
13 Manager Online, ‘4 NHRCT candidates filed petition to constitutional court,’ 26 March 2019, available in Thai at: 

https://mgronline.com/politics/detail/9620000030246.  
14 The press statement by the four NHRCT candidates regarding the case filed with the Constructional Court and their 

request for an inquiry into the selection and voting process by the NLA is available in Thai at Prachatai: 

https://prachatai.com/journal/2019/04/81861.  
15 The Constitutional Court Decision is available in Thai at: 

http://www.constitutionalcourt.or.th/occ_web/download/article/article_20190425150545.pdf   

http://www.radioparliament.net/parliament/viewNews.php?nId=10381#.XCSp4FwzbIU
https://mgronline.com/politics/detail/9620000030246
https://prachatai.com/journal/2019/04/81861
http://www.constitutionalcourt.or.th/occ_web/download/article/article_20190425150545.pdf
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New restrictive regulations  

In 2018, NHRCT adopted 26 regulations to provide further clarification on certain provisions 

of its Organic Law.
17

 The regulations that were passed included the following:  

 

 NHRCT Regulation on the Criteria and Methods for Conducting Human Rights 

Violation Investigation 2018;
18

 

 Regulation on the Criteria and Methods for the Appointment and Execution of 

Duties of Members of the Subcommittees 2018;
19

 and 

 NHRCT Regulation on the Procurement and Appointment of Experts as Secretaries 

and Assistant Secretaries of the NHRCT Chairperson and other Commissioners 

2018.
20

  

These regulations have hindered the capacity of the NHRCT to effectively implement its 

mandate, specifically in handling and investigating complaints. Based on the Regulation on 

the Criteria and Methods for Conducting Human Rights Violation Investigation, a working 

group is now established to review cases received by the Commissioners. This working group 

consist of the Chairperson, the Secretary-General and other staffs of NHRCT. Its mandate is 

to consider whether or not a case should be taken up by the NHRCT. The establishment of 

the Working Group has led to many cases being dismissed and not taken up by the NHRCT, 

on the basis that the complainant should first refer the case directly to the relevant state. As a 

result the NHRCT has not conducting as many investigation as it should have.
21

 

These new regulations have led to the resignation of Commissioners including Mr. Surachet 

Satitniramai, Ms. Angkhana Neelapaijit and Ms. Tuenjai Deetes who have found that they 

made it impossible for them to effectively carry out their mandate.
22

  

Exclusion of CSOs 

 

The NHRCT’s Subcommittees previously carried out the initial inquiry and wrote an initial 

report in cases of human rights violations. The Subcommittees were composed of 

Commissioners and representatives from CSOs with relevant experience, hence making it a 

participatory working process. But the drafters of the new Organic Law on the NHRCT 2017 

tried to make it impossible for civil society to be too actively involved in the operation of the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
16 The National Assembly Radio and Television Broadcasting Station, ‘NLA approved Ms Pitikan Sitthidet and Ms 

Pornprapai Ganjanarintr to be the next Commissioners,’ 27 December 2018, available in Thai at: 

http://www.radioparliament.net/parliament/viewNews.php?nId=10381#.XCSp4FwzbIU.   
17 Progress Report of NHRCT for the Fiscal Year 2018, p 146-147. 
18 NHRCT, Regulation on the Criteria and Methods for Conducting Human Rights Violation Investigation, 2018, available 

in Thai at: http://www.nhrc.or.th/getattachment/f589a249-0c02-4608-a114-66f27548c252/.aspx.    
19 NHRCT, Regulation on the Criteria and Methods for the Appointment and Execution of Duties of Members of the 

Subcommittees, 2018, available in Thai at: http://www.nhrc.or.th/getattachment/ba5dbd68-5d0d-4ebe-ac53-

e4d1091d6550/.aspx.      
20 NHRCT, Regulation on the Procurement and Appointment of Experts as Secretaries and Assistant Secretaries of the 

NHRC Chairperson and other Commissioners, 2018, available in Thai at http://www.nhrc.or.th/getattachment/26ea9de5-

239e-4407-ab98-861f57ceeef7/.aspx .  
21 For more information on the internal conflicts within NHRCT please see in Thai https://ilaw.or.th/node/5349 .   
22 Ibid. See also Prachathai, ’Two human rights commissioners resign; say new regulations made them feel restricted,’ 1 

August 2019, available at: https://prachatai.com/english/node/8156 .  

http://www.radioparliament.net/parliament/viewNews.php?nId=10381#.XCSp4FwzbIU
http://www.nhrc.or.th/getattachment/f589a249-0c02-4608-a114-66f27548c252/.aspx
http://www.nhrc.or.th/getattachment/ba5dbd68-5d0d-4ebe-ac53-e4d1091d6550/.aspx
http://www.nhrc.or.th/getattachment/ba5dbd68-5d0d-4ebe-ac53-e4d1091d6550/.aspx
http://www.nhrc.or.th/getattachment/26ea9de5-239e-4407-ab98-861f57ceeef7/.aspx
http://www.nhrc.or.th/getattachment/26ea9de5-239e-4407-ab98-861f57ceeef7/.aspx
https://ilaw.or.th/node/5349
https://prachatai.com/english/node/8156
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NHRCT. Therefore, the new Law provides that Subcommittees can only be established when 

“necessary” and “inevitable.”
23

 As a result, the incumbent NHRCT has not recruited civil 

society members as part of the subcommittees fearing it might violate the law.
24

 Moreover, 

this contributes to the distancing of the NHRCT from civil society and a lack of confidence 

towards the Commission.   

 

NHRCT’s new mandate to “clarify incorrect and unfair reports” on human rights 

Another provision of the Organic Law that undermines the NHRCT’s impartially and 

compliance with the Paris Principle is the requirement to “clarify and report without delay 

the true facts in the case of incorrect or unfair reports on the situation regarding human 

rights of Thailand”
25

 This provision has been heavily criticised by civil society because it 

implies that the NHRCT will have to clarify human rights violations on behalf of the 

Government.  

 

The NHRCT has investigated and provided clarification on the following reports:  

 World Report 2018, Hidden Chains: Force Labor and Rights Abuses in Thailand’s 

Fishing Industry by Human Rights Watch; and 

 The United States Department of State’s Human Rights Reports.  

Four other reports on the state of human rights in Thailand were not addressed by NHRCT 

because it considered that there were just articles and not reports, included: Thailand’s State 

of the World's Human Rights Report 2017-2018 by Amnesty International; Collapsed Rule of 

Law: The Consequences of Four Years under the National Council for Peace and Order for 

Human Rights and Thai Society by Thai Lawyers for Human Rights (TLHR) Internet Law 

Reform Dialogue by iLaw; and a statement by UN experts condemning the use of defamation 

law to judicially harass Human rights Defender Mr. Andy Hall.
26

 

Handling of Complaints  
 

According to the Progress Report of NHRCT for the Fiscal Year 2018, NHRCT has received 

232 complaints about human rights violations, most of which related to personal rights and 

freedoms (34.48%) and the situations in the deep south of Thailand (44.83 %). 445 cases 

have been subject to investigation and reports were made. There were 395 outstanding 

complaints from before 2018 and 50 in 2018. 

 

Some private and public agencies have tried to act as recommended by NHRCT while others 

tend to give more importance to following their own rules and standard of operation. The 

authorities acknowledge the recommendations that NHRCT sent them but often failed to 

report on the status of implementation.   

                                                           
23 The Organic Law on the NHRC 2017, Section 29. See also Prachathai, ’Two human rights commissioners resign; say 

new regulations made them feel restricted,’ available at: https://prachatai.com/english/node/8156 

24 Ibid 
25 The Organic Law on the NHRC 2017, Section 26 (4). 
26 Ibid.  

https://prachatai.com/english/node/8156
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Moreover, the investigations conducted by NHRCT have been unsatisfactory. The 

investigation outcome reports are not detailed and do not give much priority to the victims. 

As for the quality of the report, cases have been dismissed due to a narrow interpretation of 

human rights principles and standards based on restrictive national laws rather than 

international standards.  

 

In conclusion, the NHRCT has been unable to protect and promote human rights 

independently and effectively due to restrictive provisions in its Organic Law; new 

obstructive operating regulations, and an unsupportive office environment due to the mind-set 

of certain NHRCT members. No matter how closely or not it complies with the Paris 

Principles, the NHRCT cannot be independent if it acts as a defender of the current political 

system. While independently minded members will find ways to work around limitations in 

the law, no law, no matter how strong, can embolden those who are not independently 

minded.
27

  

 

4. Thailand’s Democratic Backsliding and the Role of the NHRCT  

 

The incumbent NHRCT had to start working in the aftermath of the 2014 military coup, 

under pressure from the National Council for Peace and Order (NCPO), the junta governing 

body. In a context of severe restrictions on the rights to freedom of expression, association 

and peaceful assembly, many dissidents were arrested especially those who campaigned 

against the 2017 military-drafted Constitution, and those who took part in the “People who 

want Election” campaign. Many who participated in peaceful gatherings to demand prompt 

elections were tried in military courts for sedition charges, offences under the Public 

Assembly Act, and the NCPO ban on public gathering.
28

 Laws promulgated or amended by 

the NCPO, including the 2017 Constitution, contain repressive provisions, and do not comply 

with international human rights law.
29

 Consisting of vague terms, many of the laws have been 

subject to an interpretation that favours the junta. 

 

Those who have been the most affected are human rights defenders (HRDs) who have risen 

up to criticise and campaign on the performance of the junta. They have become a target for 

the Government. They have been taken to court, ambushed and forced into exiles or even 

become victims of enforced disappearance.
30

 Several academic conferences have been 

banned. Military officers have been dispatched to meeting venues to prevent them from 

                                                           
27 Asia Pacific Forum, Fact Sheet 3: The Importance of Independence, available at: 

https://www.asiapacificforum.net/support/what-are-nhris/independence/.   
28 Thai Lawyers for Human Rights, ‘Military files charges against 47 more of ‘We Want to Vote Movement,’ 1 June 2018, 

available at: https://www.tlhr2014.com/?p=7648 .  
29 iLaw, A Conversation with Pravit Rojanaphruk about the Right to Converse – the NCPO is ‘camouflaging’ their 

repression, available at: https://freedom.ilaw.or.th/en/blog/conversation-pravit-rojanaphruk-about-right-converse-

%E2%80%93-ncpo-%E2%80%98camouflaging%E2%80%99-their-repression.  
30 Human Rights Watch, ‘Thailand’s Failed Pledges to End ‘Disappearances,’ 29 August 2018, available at: 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2018/08/29/thailands-failed-pledges-end-disappearances.   

https://www.asiapacificforum.net/support/what-are-nhris/independence/
https://www.tlhr2014.com/?p=7648
https://freedom.ilaw.or.th/en/blog/conversation-pravit-rojanaphruk-about-right-converse-%E2%80%93-ncpo-%E2%80%98camouflaging%E2%80%99-their-repression
https://freedom.ilaw.or.th/en/blog/conversation-pravit-rojanaphruk-about-right-converse-%E2%80%93-ncpo-%E2%80%98camouflaging%E2%80%99-their-repression
https://www.hrw.org/news/2018/08/29/thailands-failed-pledges-end-disappearances
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happening.
31

 Individuals who signed public statements expressing academic freedom in 

opposition to the military intervention have had their names included in a watch list and have 

been identified as being hostile to the Government. Some of the said individuals faced 

administrative harassment following their involvement in the statement.
32

 

Thailand held its long-awaited General Election on 24 March 2019, almost five years since 

the military coup d’état of May 2014. Due to a restrictive environment and undemocratic 

rules relating to the formation of a government, ANFREL qualified the election as “partly 

free, and not fair.
33

”According to ANFREL “All stages of the electoral process, from its 

inception to the announcement of results and beyond, were influenced to secure an electoral 

outcome that would not be too disruptive to the ruling establishment.”
34

  

 

Elections took place in a restrictive context that favoured the junta and its allies. Military 

orders that authorise criminal prosecution for speech critical of the junta, its policies and 

actions, and the monarchy remained on the book. Some media were censored and opposition 

or critics of the Government had restricted access to them. The National Election 

Commission, which was unilaterally appointed by the junta’s handpicked National 

Legislative Assembly, seriously lacked independence.
35

  

The post-election period was also marked by controversy. The Election Commission was 

heavily criticised for a lack of transparency and delays around the vote counting process. It 

also published – after the election – a new formula for allocating party-list seats, significantly 

different from the one agreed prior to the election. The new formula effectively favoured the 

junta by allowing 10 pro-junta small parties to gain party-list parliamentarian seat.
36

  

The controversial 2017 Constitution drafted under the junta creates a quasi-democratic state 

by limiting the power of the House of Representatives. Most notably it gives a junta-

appointed Senate a five-year period to participate in the selection of the Prime Minister along 

with the members of House of Representatives.
37

 On 16 July 2019, Prayuth Chan-o-cha was 

sworn in as elected Prime Minister along with 36 Cabinet members, 11 of which were closely 

affiliated with the NCPO.
38

  

Despite the junta’s success in managing to maintain its power over Thai politics after the 

election, crackdown on dissidents has continued, if not intensified. On 23 May 2019, the 

                                                           
31 Thai Lawyers for Human Rights, ‘“An academic forum is not a military barrack” Prosecution of peaceful expression at an 

academic conference,’ 31 July 2018, available at: https://www.tlhr2014.com/?p=8288&lang=en.     
32 Thai Lawyers for Human Rights, ‘Four international academics detained by Thai Immigration after signing a public 

statement during the Thai Studies Conference,’ 25 February 2019, available at: 

https://www.tlhr2014.com/?p=11115&lang=en  
33 ANFREL (Asian Network for Free Elections), ‘The 2019 Thai General Election: 

A Missed Opportunity for Democracy,’ p.15, available at: https://anfrel.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Thai-Report-2nd-

edition.pdf.   
34 Ibid, p. 2. 
35 Human Rights Watch, ‘Thailand: Structural Flaws Subvert Election,’ 19 March 2019, available at: 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2019/03/19/thailand-structural-flaws-subvert-election  
36 Prachatai English, ‘Weapon of math destruction at work in Thai politics,’ 15 May 2019, available at: 

https://prachatai.com/english/node/8047 .  
37 2017 Constitution, Article 272. 
38 iLaw, ‘Ending of NCPO – however continue under Prayuth 2.0,’ 10 July 2019, available in 

https://www.ilaw.or.th/node/5327  

https://www.tlhr2014.com/?p=8288&lang=en
https://www.tlhr2014.com/?p=11115&lang=en
https://anfrel.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Thai-Report-2nd-edition.pdf
https://anfrel.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Thai-Report-2nd-edition.pdf
https://www.hrw.org/news/2019/03/19/thailand-structural-flaws-subvert-election
https://prachatai.com/english/node/8047
https://www.ilaw.or.th/node/5327
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Constitutional Court voted to suspend Thanathorn Juangroongruangkit – leader of the Future 

Forward Party - from carrying out his duties as a Member of Parliament (MP) because he 

allegedly still held shares in a media company when he applied to run for office.
39

 

Thanathorn denies the charges. Thanathorn also faces previous additional politically 

motivated criminal cases.
40

  

 

The Government continues to hold on hostile attitude toward progressive voice while HRDs 

are still subjected to attack.
41

 In June and May 2019, men brutally physically assaulted a 

number of Thai political activists in Bangkok. Some of them suffered serious injuries as a 

consequence. Sirawith Seritiwat – the most prominent of them - was left unconscious. These 

recent attacks are a worrying indication that harrassement, attacks on civil society, and 

culture of impunity will only continue even after the election.
42

  

 

In this context the NHRCT could barely do anything and play any role in investigating 

human rights violations or issuing recommendations to the NCPO. This is partly due to a of 

lack of genuine understanding on the concept of human rights among the Commissioners, 

resulting in their failure to address critical human rights issues, especially civil and political 

rights. It is also due to the draconian power of the junta, which has almost totally wiped out 

human rights from Thailand. Only Commissioner Angkhana Neelapaijit continued to speak 

out and criticise the performance of the Government in her own capacity, as the opinions 

made by the NHRCT have to be approved by all the Commission’s members.
43

 

 

For instance, on 17 April 2019, Piyabutr Saengkanokkul, Secretary General of the Future 

Forward Party and acting Member of Parliament, was summoned to answer charges of 

defamation and violation under the Computer Crimes Act.
44

 Angkhana Neelapaijit, went to 

observe the proceedings at the police station. As a result, an official disciplinary inquiry was 

launched against her. She was accused of being politically partial.
45

 The inquiry, however, 

concluded that no one at the NHRCT has the power to remove her from office. The power is 

vested in the National Anti-Corruption Commission (NACC).
46

 Few months later, Angkhana, 

along another Commissioner, ended up resigning from the NHRCT anyway, because she felt 

she could not properly perform her mandate.  

                                                           
39 Bangkok Post, ‘Court suspends Thanathorn from MP,’ 23 May 2019, available at: 

https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/politics/1682696/court-suspends-thanathorn-from-mp.  
40 ASEAN Parliamentarians for Human Rights (APHR), ‘Thailand: Regional MPs urge end to judicial harassment of 

opposition politician,’ 27 May 2019, available at: https://aseanmp.org/2019/05/27/thailand-judicial-harassment-thanathorn/ .  
41 Human Rights Watch, ‘Thailand: 3 Junta Critics Assaulted in Past Month,’ 4 June 2019, available at: 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2019/06/04/thailand-3-junta-critics-assaulted-past-month.  
42 Human Rights Watch, ‘Thailand: 3 Junta Critics Assaulted in Past Month,’ 4 June 2019, available at: 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2019/06/04/thailand-3-junta-critics-assaulted-past-month.  
43 The Organic Law on the NHRC 2017, Article 23. 
44 Prachatai English, ‘Lawsuits against Future Forward proceed after Songkran,’ 18 April 2019, available at: 

https://prachatai.com/english/node/8024.   
45 Human Rights Watch, ‘Thailand: Outspoken Rights Commissioner Harassed,’ 1 May 2019, available at: 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2019/05/01/thailand-outspoken-rights-commissioner-harassed.  
46 Prachatai English, ‘NHRCT decides to not forward complaint about Commissioner Angkhana Neelapaijit to NACC,’ 14 

June 2019, available at: https://prachatai.com/english/node/8099.  

https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/politics/1682696/court-suspends-thanathorn-from-mp
https://aseanmp.org/2019/05/27/thailand-judicial-harassment-thanathorn/
https://www.hrw.org/news/2019/06/04/thailand-3-junta-critics-assaulted-past-month
https://www.hrw.org/news/2019/06/04/thailand-3-junta-critics-assaulted-past-month
https://prachatai.com/english/node/8024
https://www.hrw.org/news/2019/05/01/thailand-outspoken-rights-commissioner-harassed
https://prachatai.com/english/node/8099
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In response to the deterioration of Thailand’s human rights situation, the international 

community has raised concerns with the Thai authorities. On 6 April 2019, Thanathorn 

Juangroongruangkit, was summoned by the police to answer charges relating to the alleged 

violation of Sections 116 and 189 of the Criminal Code.
47

 Nine foreign embassies observed 

the questioning by the police. As a consequence, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs called a 

meeting with the foreign missions and expressed its concerns regarding alleged diplomatic 

interference. The United States of America and European Union diplomats, however, insisted 

that their trial observation complied with diplomatic standards and etiquette.  

5. Conclusion and Recommendations 

 

The long awaited election resulted into another blow to the democratic space in Thailand. 

The junta has successfully managed to maintain its power and repression on Thailand’s 

democratic and civic spaces continue. Given such a volatile situation, an independent and 

effective NHRI is needed to be able to protect the rights of the people.  

 

While it is clear that NHRCT is operating in a repressive and restricted environment, the 

NHRCT should still conduct itself with a heightened level of vigilance and independence in 

accordance to the actual purpose of its establishment. For this to happen, it is fundamental for 

the NHRCT to have independent minded Commissioners with a genuine knowledge of 

human rights in order to protect the democratic space of the country.  

 

The aforementioned context will most likely have an impact on the review of the NHRCT’s 

status by the Global Alliance of National Human Rights Institutions’ (GANHRI) Sub 

Committee on Accreditation (SCA), which should take place in March 2020.
48

 In October 

2014, NHRCT was downgraded from A to B status based on five reasons: 

 A lack of transparency in the selection process of its members;  

 No laws to guarantee that the Commissioners can perform their duties genuinely, 

undependably and effectively in terms of its criticisms on human rights issues to 

command trust from the public; 

 The NHRCT’s failure to raise gross human rights violation issues timely;  

 A lack of impartiality and independence among high-ranking officers of NHRCT who 

obviously took side with political factions while performing their duties; and 

                                                           
47 Section 116: ‘Whoever makes an appearance to the public by words, writings or any other means which is not an act 

within the purpose of the Constitution or for expressing an honest opinion or criticism in order: 

1. To bring about a change in the Laws of the Country or the Government by the use of force or violence; 

2. To raise unrest and disaffection amongst the people in a manner likely to cause disturbance in the country; or 

3. To cause the people to transgress the laws of the Country,  

shall be punished with imprisonment not exceeding seven years.’  

Section 189: ‘Whoever assists the other person who commits or is alleged of having committed an offence which is not a 

petty offence so that such person may not be punished by giving him lodging, by hiding, or by assisting him by any means so 

that he may not be arrested, shall be punished with imprisonment not exceeding two years or fined not exceeding four 

thousand Baht, or both.’, 
48 Global Alliance of NHRIs, Sessions of the GANHRI Sub-Committee on Accreditation (SCA) for 2020, available at: 

https://nhri.ohchr.org/EN/AboutUs/GANHRIAccreditation/Pages/2020-Sessions.aspx.   

https://nhri.ohchr.org/EN/AboutUs/GANHRIAccreditation/Pages/2020-Sessions.aspx
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 NHRCT’s failure to capitalise on the drafting of the new Constitution to advocate for 

the revision of the NHRCT Act to ensure its compliance with the Paris Principle.
49

  

It is evident that the NHRCT has not implemented the above-recommendations. This proves 

that there is no genuine political will in strengthening the NHRCT to be able to fully promote 

and especially protect human rights in the country. The Organic Law has only provided small 

improvements to the selection process, but many problems with the selection and 

appointment process remain as mentioned above. With little to no improvements within the 

NHRCT, it should be further downgraded.  

ANNI report’s recommendations have so far failed to attract attention from either the 

Government or NHRCT. In spite of that, PEF would like to respectfully propose the 

following recommendations 

6.1 Recommendations  

To the Thai Government and Parliament: 

1) Give due consideration to the Paris Principles and recommendations made by NHRCT on 

the state of human rights in Thailand. Until now, NHRCT’s recommendations to various 

state organs and the Parliament have simply been acknowledged. The Thai Government 

and the Parliament as well as state organs are thus to implement NHRCT’s 

recommendations and opinions;   

2) Withdraw all politcallu-motivated charges against dissidents and HRDs, and allow the 

legitimate exercise of the right to freedom of expression and peaceful assembly; 

3) Repeal all repressive laws and legal provisions that restrict fundamental freedoms and the 

work of HRDs;  

4) Refrain from intervening in the affairs of the NHRCT and instead respect its impartial and 

independent mandate; and 

5) Adopt and implement the SCA recommendations and amend the NHRCT Organic Law 

accordingly. 

To NHRCT: 

1) Review and implement the recommendations made by GANHRI-SCA; 

2) Advocate for guarantees of independence to be strengthened in the Organic Law; 

3) Strengthen collaboration and coordination with civil society; and 

4) Continue in developing its capacity to conduct effective human rights investigations. 

To Donors:  

1) Monitor the performance of NHRCT and support the production of ANNI’s report and its 

distribution to the public; and  

                                                           
49 People’s Empowerment Foundation, Report on the Monitoring of the establishment and Implementation by national 

human rights institutions 2015, the downgrading from A to B, pp. 31-32, available at: http://www.burmapartnership.org/wp-

content/uploads/2015/09/ANNI_Report_2015.pdf.  

http://www.burmapartnership.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/ANNI_Report_2015.pdf
http://www.burmapartnership.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/ANNI_Report_2015.pdf
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2) Raise public awareness about the NHRCT and its work to protect and uphold human 

rights of everyone.   

 

 

  

  

 


